Abstract. Aiming at 5-dof parallel tripod head, the integrated parameter modeling of parallel mechanism with less degree of freedom is researched in this paper. Firstly, the kinematics parameters analysis of each component of 5-dof parallel mechanism is carried out and kinematics model of 5-dof mechanism is established, mathematical modeling of 5-dof mechanism error then is systematically proposed with integrated modeling method within the identical framework, which constructs the corresponding relationship between end-effector's pose errors and geometric error and clearly discloses the influence of geometric error source on end effector's uncontrollable errors. Finally, by the given the structure parameters, distribution rule of the uncontrollable errors coming from different height of workspace can be figured out with Monte Carlo simulation method, sensitivity analysis can then be carried out to diminish these errors. Error sensitivity represented by the Jacobin matrix shows that ce e is extremely sensitive to 1 b δ . Moreover, in order to obtain the required accuracy, should precisely be 0.0449mm. Consequently, uncontrollable errors caused by the UPS chains of the 5-dof parallel tripod head, which can not be compensated by the theoretical method, need more stringent restrictions in manufacturing and assembly stages.
Introduction
Vision system is a major way to obtain information from outside, under the background of computer technology and artificial intelligent technology, computer vision comes to be a new subject, it has began to develop towards strong practicability, such as active vision, active measurement and multisensor fusion. For the precise forecasting, tracking, detection and segmentation respecting target, the research and invention of vision tripod head have got some achievement. Parallel mechanism [1] are utilized widely in computer vision tripod head due to their advantages of few drive elements, low cost and compact structure [2] . The 5-dof visual monitoring parallel tripod head based on TriVariant mechanism is proposed in this paper, it has the advantages of simple and compact structure, strong bearing capacity, well stability, small accumulated error [3] , error can be compensated and large working space of end effector. Besides, the moving platform can change and adjust the motion states by constraint driven limb structure resulted from good dexterity, driving limb fails to impose constraint and interference on moving platform. Furthermore, kinematics limb is relatively less and the drive near the base is easy to control. Nevertheless, in order to obtain clearer object in visual monitoring process, geometric precision of mechanism need higher requirements [4] [5] . Therefore, the geometric precision analysis [6] is quite important in terms of 5-dof parallel tripod head. This paper puts forward a error modeling [7] methodology based on screw [8] and establishes a mapping model between geometric error and end effector's pose error for 5-dof parallel mechanism by integrated modeling method to analyze the influence of geometric errors on end effector's pose error.Besides, clearly separate the geometric error source of effector's uncontrollable error [9] .
Architecture description and degree of freedom analysis
Architecture description. The 5-dof parallel tripod head mentioned in section 1 is 2-UPS&UPU structure, which is shown in Figs. 1. This mechanism consists of a base, a moving platform(end effector), a UPU chain and two UPS chains, these three limbs connecting the moving platform with the base. 
Where u i , v i , w i is unit vector. The orientation of each limb can be denoted by x arcsin( ), arctan( )
In proposed kinematic model, 3 O is chosen as the reference point that can provide necessary input information to servo control and provide essential mathematical model to subsequent analysis.
The closed-loop constraint equations under the fixed coordinate frame 3 3 3 3
P x y z −
can be obtained by 3 3 3 r l s = for UPScan be represented Based on Eqs (2).
Error sources analysis and error modeling
For error modeling, establishing reference coordinate frame
with origin point P 3 in the base, z-axis is perpendicular to plane P and the direction of x-axis points middle point of 1 2 PP . Moreover, instantaneous reference coordinate system 
The error model of UPU chain is derived through performing inner product simultaneously both sides of Eqs. (11) 
Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis model. To investigate the influences of each geometric error on the pose accuracy of the moving platform, a probability model should be proposed. note that k µ denotes the sensitivity of e relative to ce e , which represent the standard deviation of e caused by the unit standard deviation of ce e . k µ denotes the universe value of k µ . Sensitivity analysis. Based on the indices defined by Eqs.(31), the sensitivity analysis can be carried out for the mechanism shown in Fig.2 . The investigated workspace, which takes 3 O as reference point, is a cylinder area of 500 
The maximum value is 0.0352mm/m, minimum value is 0.0329mm/m, and average value reaches 0.0340mm/m. The global sensitivity coefficient that ce e is about geometrical parameter errors 
